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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Coaches, let's do Chariot races at the end of practice
since the Red&White teams can skate better now.

1)  Scrimmage - 3 v 3 9 min.

OBJECTIVE: Small Area Game

ORGANIZATION: Have 2 nets with 2 goalies.  Play 3 v 3
scrimmage for 2 minutes then switch out players, keep the
pace up tempo.  Coaches should use helmet pinnies.
VARIATION.  Make one player the only one who can shoot,
forcing the others to pass.  

2)  2x2 Puck Battle - Lower Left 0 min.

OBJECTIVE: Battle for pucks in the corner.  Small game/tight
quarters encourage quick decision making.  

ORGANIZATION: Net at the top of the circle and the lower
hash.  Coach shoots puck in the corner.  Send 2 players from
each side unless there is a very small group.  Dig out of corner,
pass or shoot on goalie.  30 Seconds then onto the next group,

VARIATION:  Designate one player as the only one who can
shoot.  Send in 1 player for a 2 on 1 battle.  Put them on their
knees/stomaches to change it around.  

3)  Dillon Skating Station 9 min.

OBJECTIVE: John Dillon or members of his staff will lead
skating drills.  Min of (2) Triboro coaches to help with the kids.
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4)  Stickhandling Station - Initial 9 min.

OBJECTIVE: Stickhandling.  Initallly no movement, then work
them around the cones, then progress to chaos stickhandling.

ORGANIZATION: Start players against the boards looking at
the coach.  Coach should demonstrate how to stick handle,
with a focus on keeping eyes up and using their wrists (no
chopping wood) .  1.  Start with players remaining stationary.
Stickhandling without looking down.  2.  Have them skate
towards the cone (forward then return backwards).  3.  Have
them get below the red line and have them stickhandle past
you while the coaches knock the pucks away.  Then have
those players stay in the middle to try and knock the pucks off
the sticks when they return

5)  Stickhandling Station - 0 min.

OBJECTIVE: Stickhandling.  Initallly no movement, then work
them around the cones, then progress to chaos stickhandling.

ORGANIZATION: Start players against the boards looking at
the coach.  Coach should demonstrate how to stick handle,
with a focus on keeping eyes up and using their wrists (no
chopping wood) .  1.  Start with players remaining stationary.
Stickhandling without looking down.  2.  Have them skate
towards the cone (forward then return backwards).  3.  Have
them get below the red line and have them stickhandle past
you while the coaches knock the pucks away.  Then have
those players stay in the middle to try and knock the pucks off
the sticks when they return

6)  Race to Puck - Lower Right 9 min.

OBJECTIVE: Using edges and a race to increase speed.  

ORGANIZATION: Each Player starts at side of net.  Coach
puts a puck near the dot and on command they race around
the cone and fight for puck.  If you get to the puck first you are
offense and the next player is defense and tries to take puck
back.

VARIATION:  Start backwards around cones until last cone
then go forward after the puck.  Coach can also push the puck
in one direction forcing the kids to look for the puck while
skating.

Post-Practice Comments:
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